David Willson Collection (1283)

Video Inventory

The video collection will be divided into five categories: Taped Documentaries, TV Programs, TV Movies, Adult Movies, and Feature Movies. Some videotapes will include programs from more than one category. In that case, the videotape will be placed in the category that the first program belongs. For example, a videotape that contains the TV program Miami Vice and the movie First Blood would be placed in the TV Program category because Miami Vice is the first program listed on the tape. In instances where only one of the programs on a tape is known to be related to Vietnam, the relevant program determines the category.

Temporary Location: D091.3

**Taped Documentaries**

- Above and Beyond (Vietnam – POWs); “Honor, Duty and a War Called Vietnam” CBS Reports with Walter Cronkite; “Vietnam: Lessons of a Lost War” NBC White Paper, April 27, 1985; Meet the Press (Vietnam), April 28, 1985; Today (Ho Chi Minh City), April 29, 1985
- Beryl Merkham; Cablelearn with Yosuf Komenousy
- Cartoons Go to War
- Danger on the Edge of Town
- “Davey” The High School Experience
- Dominoes
- Dream Vacation by Frank Video
- Faces of the Enemy, 1987
- For Thou Art With Me (Chaplains)
- Frontline “Remember My Lai”
- How Far Home: Veterans After Vietnam
- Inside Story – Accuracy in Media vs. Vietnam: A Television History
- John Lithgow Interview on CNN, November 11, 1988; A Program for Vietnam Veterans; MIA: We Can Keep You Forever
- John Spelman Tells War Stories: Nam
- Karma
- Kontum Diary, April 29, 1995
- Lament of a Warrior’s Wife – Asia Resource Center, August 8, 1991
- Larry Heinemann interviewed by Ken Lincoln at the Jackie Robinson Theater at UCLA, March 12, 1990
- Making of Forrest Gump; Larry Sanders; Tales from the Crypt
- Making Sense of the 60’s
- Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision
- Medal of Honor: Vietnam
- Nam Home Movies: Helicopter Gunship Assaults, 1988
- Navy SEALs: The Real Story
- No Substitute for Victory
- Norman Schwartzkoff talks with David Frost: The New Veteran
- A Piece of My Heart – Vietnam Nurses Documentary
- Postcards from the War
- Their Own Vietnam (Women in Vietnam), June 20, 1997
- Thunderhawks
- Thunderhawks, the Video Documentary
- 20/20 – Fall of Saigon
- 20/20 – Michael J. Fox, August 11, 1989
- Unauthorized Biography: Jane Fonda
- Veterans of the USA
- Vietnam: The Green Berets
- Vietnam Home Movies (Two copies)
- Vietnam: One Woman’s Story
- Vietnam Requiem (Video Cassette KCA 60)
- Vietnam: A Television History, 1945-1964; The Vietnam Syndrome
- Vietnam: Unfinished Business, May 19, 1985
- Vietnam, Vol. II “No Sweat Blues”
- The War at Home
- Warbirds: The Feel of Combat
- Why Vietnam?

**TV Programs**

- The A Team (In Vietnam)
- Acapulco H.E.A.T.; Beverly Hills 90210
- At the Movies; Highway to Heaven (Vietnamese Child); Deathdream; Vietnam: The Ten Thousand Day War
- Brooklyn South (27 April 1998) (Vietnam Vet)
- Call to Glory
- Call to Glory; Last Day
- China Beach “Premiere Episode
- China Beach, November 30, 1988 and December 7, 1988; 1988 CLIO Awards
- China Beach, January – February 1989
- The Dick Van Dyck Show; Miami Vice
- Donahue (with Jane Fonda, 1972); 20/20 (with Jane Fonda, 1988)
- Highway to Heaven
- Hunter, January 18, 1985; Miami Vice; Apocalypse Now
- Hunter, March-April, November 1985; Miami Vice
- Hunter, April-May 1985
- The Incredible Hulk; WWF Opening; Baretta; A Pack of Gifts Now; Fall Guy; Touched by an Angel; JAG
- Kung Fu: The Legend Continues (Vietnam, 1994); Thunder in Paradise (Vietnam Flashback)
- Matt Houston (Vietnam, Part 1)
- Matt Houston (Vietnam, Part 2); An Englishman Abroad; Riptide; Call to Glory; Entertainment… (Elvis)
- Miami Vice, March 1985
- Miami Vice, October-November, 1986; Moonlighting, January 1987
- Miami Vice
- Miami Vice; Caesura; Witness to War: Dr. Charlie Clements
- Miami Vice; Magnum P.I. (Vietnam); Hotel (Vietnam Vet)
- Miami Vice (Final Episode); Die Hard
- Mike Hammer
- Morton Downey Jr. Show (Discussion on Jane Fonda)
- Nash Bridges; Baywatch Nights; Beverly Hills 90210; Lois & Clark; One West Waikiki
- The New Mike Hammer; Magnum P.I.; The Equalizer, July 8, 1987; Max Headroom; Adderly
- Quantum Leap; Purple Hearts
- Quantum Leap (Part 1 of 2, Vietnam), September 28, 1990
- Quantum Leap (Part 2 of 2, Vietnam), October 5, 1990
- Quantum Leap (Nurse and her MIA husband)
- The Prisoner “Living in Harmony,” October 1, 1988
- Return to Vietnam, November 10, 1987; Tour of Duty, November 19, 1987; Wiseguy; Knots Landing
- The Silence; Night Crawlers
• Simon & Simon “I Thought the War Was Over”
• Simon & Simon (Vietnam)
• 60 Minutes
• Siskel and Ebert (Full Metal Jacket Trailer)
• Sneak Previews, December 23, 1989; At the Movies, December 24, 1989; Siskel & Ebert, December 24, 1989; Showbiz Today, December 27, 1989
• Star Trek “A Private Little War,” February 2, 1968
• Star Trek Voyager: “Nemesis”
• The Streets of San Francisco; Today Show, September 13-15, 1989
• Stingray (Vietnam)
• Tour of Duty, January 3, 10, 17, 28, 1989
• Tour of Duty; Simon & Simon; Knots Landing; Beauty and the Beast; Dallas; Falcon Crest
• Town Meeting “Red Tape Amerasians”
• Tribeca, March 1993
• Twilight Zone “Nightcrawlers” (Two Copies)
• Twilight Zone “Nightcrawlers”; Missing In Action
• Vistas “The Well”
• X-Files (Green Beret)
• Assorted TV Programs
• Assorted TV Programs

TV Movies

• Act of Betrayal Vietnam Vet), 1988
• Dinky Dau
• Easy Prey, October 26, 1986; Magnum P.I.; Unnatural Causes, November 10, 1986
• Fatal Vision, 1984; Glitter Dome, 1984
• Frankie’s House, Part 1 and 2, February 1993
• Green Eyes, 1976
• Home Video Preview for March (March Movie Magic)
• Intimate Strangers (Vietnam POW); Fall Guy (Cambodia)
• Judgment Day: The John List Story, February 23, 1993
• Last Flight Out, 1990
• The Last P.O.W.? The Bobby Garwood Story, June 28, 1993
• Memorial Day, 1983
• Message from ‘Nam, 1993
• My Husband Is Missing, 1978
• Ordinary Heroes
- Resting Place (Two copies)
- Saint Jack
- This Park is Mine
- Vietnam War Story
- Vietnam War Story
- Vietnam War Story III

**Feature Movies**

- Aliens
- Americana
- The Annihilators, 1985 (Two copies)
- Armed Response, 1987
- Boys of Company C; Full Metal Jacket
- Cease Fire
- Charlie Bravo
- Combat Shock
- Commando Squad
- The Crazies, 1986
- Cross Fire
- Deadly Prey, 1987
- The Deer Hunter
- Distant Thunder, 1988 (Two copies)
- Eastern Condors
- 8 Million Ways to Die; Deadly Encounter
- 84 Charlie Mopic
- Fatal Mistakes, 1989
- Final Mission (Two copies)
- Firehawk
- Fleshburn
- Flight of the Intruder
- The Forgotten (laser disc)
- Full Metal Jacket
- Go Tell the Spartans
- Good Morning Vietnam
- The Green Berets
- Hamburger Hill (Two copies)
- High Velocity, 1973
- In Dangerous Country
- Jungle Heat
- Kelly’s Heroes; Final Mission; The Revolutionary; Special Delivery; L.A. Law
- Lethal Weapon; Black Moon Rising
• The Line
• Missing In Action 2; Pork Chop Hill; Magnum P.I. (Vietnam)
• ‘Nam Angels; Backfire; In Dangerous Company; Die Hard
• Night Wars (two copies)
• Nixon
• The Odd Angry Shot
• Operation Dumbo Drop
• Operation Nam
• Payback, 1988
• Platoon, 1986 (Two copies)
• Platoon Leader
• P.O.W. The Escape, 1986
• Purple Hearts; “Tunnel Rats” 60 Minutes; The Children of An Loc
• Riders of the Storm, 1988 (Two copies)
• Riders of the Storm; Distant Thunder; The Siege of Firebase Gloria; Good Morning Saigon; The Expendables
• Rolling Thunder, 1977
• Rolling Thunder; The Last Day (Fall of Saigon)
• A Rumor of War, 1980
• Saigon Commandos
• Saint Jack
• Scent of a Woman
• Shocker
• Snakeeater, 1989
• Soldier Blue
• Soldiers in Hiding; First Blood
• Soldier’s Revenge
• A Soldier’s Sweetheart, 1998
• Stanley
• Strike Commando, 1987 (Two Copies)
• The 317th Platoon
• The Ugly American
• Uncommon Valor
• Vietnam, Texas; Fatal Mission; Saint Jack; American Eagle; Going Hollywood: The War Years
• Warbus, 1985
• White Ghost

Adult Movies

• Bimbo: Hot Blood Part II
• China De Sade
• China Silk
• Good Morning Saigon
• Good Evening Vietnam
• The Legend of Lady Blue
• Oriental Jade
• Platoon: More Than a Company of Men
• China De Sade

8 MM Film

• Giovanni Costigan Speech, undated (Temporarily stored with Feature Movies Box 3)